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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.
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A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”
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While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”
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For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.

5>#?*@#'*#<%%"#'-%#?*;=A,BC#D;*C%#'*#?*E%

“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”

5>#'-%#4+,A='=*>C#4-%B#<%%"K

For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York

5>#?*C'=>I#4="C#,>A#4+=JLC

“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”

5>#'-%#4+,A='=*>C#4-%B#<%%"K

For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook:
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”
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For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.

5>#?*@#'*#<%%"#'-%#?*;=A,BC#D;*C%#'*#?*E%

“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 

:-,'MC#*>#4-%=+#6%,A=>I#,>A#:,'J-=>I#:=C-;=C'

Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”

5>#'-%#4+,A='=*>C#4-%B#<%%"K

For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York

5>#?*C'=>I#4="C#,>A#4+=JLC

“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”

5>#'-%#4+,A='=*>C#4-%B#<%%"K

For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook:

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”

5>#4-%=+#$%@#8*+L#1'=>%+,+B

While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”
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For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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Anna Uddenberg’s Body-Twisting Sculptures
Probe—and Breach—the Limits of Femininity
and Reality
Uddenberg's creations skewer our smart-phone-obsessed lives, while

capturing elements of their fascination.

Anna Uddenberg. Photo: Valeria Herklotz. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen
Gallery, New York.
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Around 2009, while Anna Uddenberg was commuting to Frankfurt’s

prestigious Städelschule from her hometown in Stockholm, she

opened an inflight pamphlet. Inside was an ad selling alternate

identity “experiences”: become a rockstar for a day with a cheering

audience, or a supermodel and spend an afternoon at the studio, it

beckoned.

“I was fascinated by the question of why one would like to buy

something that’s so obviously fake,” said Uddenberg.

The incident helped ignite a new direction in Uddenberg’s practice.

The Berlin and Stockholm-based artist has garnered a devoted

international following for her piercing interpretation of our TikTok-

accelerated tendency to imitate socially constructed behavior and

language, possibly to the point of losing our grip on reality and

ourselves. Assuming we’d ever grasped it in the first place.

“I’m curious how people are using social media platforms, and how

we’re influenced, or even conditioned, by algorithms today. How is

this shaping our sense of selves, and how, ultimately, are we willfully

turning into products?” she asked over Zoom. “The notion of what’s

‘natural’ or ‘authentic’ has been copied so many times, it’s

completely detached from any reference that could be thought of as

an original. Maybe we’re all just wild mutants at this point.”

Uddenberg’s earlier, well-known sculptures of contorted,

anime/Kardashian-esque female figures—their faces hidden, and

bodies bound with futuristic, faux synthetic, luxurious elements—do

have a mutant, sexualized nihilism to them. They manage to both

skewer our consumer and smart-phone-obsessed lives, including

their binding demands on women’s bodies, while also,

uncomfortably showing elements of their attraction. The results are

jolting.

Installation view of “HOME WRECKERS” at The Perimeter, London. Courtesy
the artist and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. Photo: Stephen James.

Anna Uddenberg, Journey of Self Discovery (2016). Courtesy the artist and
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin

When Uddenberg showed her sculpture of a scantily clad woman in

athleisure and Crocs taking a selfie of her anus at the 2016 Berlin

Biennale, some were aghast. “From the Pergamon to this in 2,000

years,” commented Jason Farago for the Guardian. But her layered

practice does more than deliver any singular shock or message, and

the Berlin exhibition, including her series, “Transit Mode –

Abenteurer” (2014–16), also drew critical acclaim, becoming a

turning point in Uddenberg’s wider recognition. Her work has been

exhibited in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz, Athens

Biennale (2018), the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, and the Marciano

Art Foundation, Los Angeles, among others, and she created pieces

for Balenciaga’s 2021 Crocs campaign.

At the time we spoke, Uddenberg impressively had three institutional

shows on view at once: “Home Wreckers” at London’s The Perimeter;

“Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim (though April 21),

celebrating her recent Hector Prize; and the Overbeck Prize

exhibition at the Overbeck Gesellschaft Kunstverein Lübeck (though

January 28), showing her “Big Baby” (2021) series.

Uddenberg also debuted her first film, Useless Sacrifice, on

December 14 via Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum’s YouTube

Channel, an early version of which appeared at The Perimeter. The

film features performers interacting with Uddenberg’s latest

“sculptural scripts” in three recent exhibitions, a term she attributes

to the pieces because their form guides the viewers and actors.

Installation view of “Continental Breakfast” at Meredith Rosen Gallery, New
York, 2023. Performers: Sally Von Rosen and Madalina Stanescu. Photos:

Dario Lasagni. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and
Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

One of the exhibitions in the film, titled “Continental Breakfast” at

Meredith Rosen Gallery in New York, went viral last spring, attracting

millions of viewers, with many bewildered by the artist’s

contraptions. They were cordoned off with crowd-controlling straps,

and mounted in BDSM-suggestive positions by expressionless

women dressed in tailored skirt suits, black heels, and slicked buns.

The sculptures were expanded upon in the current “Premium

Economy” show at Kunsthalle Mannheim, and fuse associations

ranging from gynecological examination chairs and ergonomic

workout machines, to alien spaceship travel. Their aesthetic design

and airline-style seatbelts are familiar, but any attempt to decode

their use is repeatedly foiled. They have none.

“On the surface, it looks legit, and then you look closer, and you

wonder, ‘what is this’?” said Uddenberg. “Functional objects tend to

tell us they are there for a reason, though their tasks can be

questionable. Are tools serving us or the other way around? I’m

curious about this quasi-functionality, and my work exists very much

in that sphere of confusion.”

Anna Uddenberg, “Premium Economy” at Kunsthalle Mannheim, 2023, Photo:
Jens Gerber © Kunsthalle Mannheim / Jens Gerber. Courtesy the artist,
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith Rosen Gallery, New York.

The film begins in the exhibition “Fake Estate” at the Schinkel

Pavillon, Berlin, featuring large, pale blue and egg cream-colored,

faux-rattan wicker, and metal objects, at times evoking devices for

rocking babies, or strange beauty-related procedures. A slim, blond

woman presents them to viewers in a sterile showroom setting,

posing with an unwavering, softly fixed smile, while blank-faced,

young men wearing adult diapers wait to climb into the pieces.

To create these sculptures, the artist said she combines layers of

prefabricated and “aspirational,” or luxurious-seeming materials and

forms, which she calls “triggers,” for their recognizability. They

coalesce into a language that “simulates our reality,” and “contains

elements that want to perform or look functional,” she said.

In that sense, Uddenberg’s sculptures share much with their human

counterparts, and vice versa. Both “want” to appear a certain way.

Both perform or mimic behavior. Indeed, the disturbingly believable

aesthetic of the artist’s absurdist sculptures cut close to home,

reflecting a warped mirror of our lived reality that is both intriguing

and terrifying.

Anna Uddenberg, “FAKE ESTATE,” 2022, Schinkel Pavillon, Still by Thiago
Sainte. Courtesy the artist, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin and Meredith

Rosen Gallery, New York Sainte.

“I’m interested in what ‘performativity’ actually means,” particularly

concerning gender, and how algorithms “amplify” aspects of it, said

the artist, who studied Judith Butler’s writings on the topic, and

examines perceptions of “normal” and “authentic” behavior.

For an early performance work on what it means to be a so-called “It

Girl,” she learned the 1920s Hollywood-coined term was rooted in

“being effortlessly cool and sexy,” a concept Uddenberg said was

key. “If you’re doing something effortless, it comes off as authentic,

or ‘real,’ but the moment this effort starts to show a little, that’s

when people say the person is fake or ‘trying too hard.’” This, she

says, is the moment “you can see the glitch in the matrix.”

Anna Uddenberg, Useless Sacrifice  (film still), 2023. Courtesy of the artist and
Black Cube Nomadic Art Museum.

Uddenberg, born in 1982, said she struggled to understand codes

for behavioral norms while growing up. “All of these gender-

conformative rules that we’re supposed to know—I had no idea what

any of that was, and it got me in trouble many times,” she said. “I

had a hard time navigating what is normal for girls to do, and was

being slut-shamed a lot for the way I was dressing and acting.”

Uddenberg grew up in a lower-income suburb of Stockholm, which

has become more affluent. She said her mother was Sweden’s first

certified female boatbuilder and a beautiful woman who often had a

fuzz of sawdust about her. She was less interested in “coded

femininity,” however, so Uddenberg gleaned what she could from

pop culture, which fascinated her. “I loved pink and was obsessed

with feminine stuff,” Uddenberg remembered. But she went

overboard.

“I was always stepping over some invisible line, where it was either

too much, or too little, and that’s where you can start navigating and

defining what it is that’s considered normal—‘normal’ itself is

actually pretty weird,” she said.

Learning about feminism became her “survivor’s handbook,” but

Uddenberg’s work doesn’t clearly advocate for female empowerment

or even a blanket criticism of our digital age. On that last topic, she

said, “there’s, of course, a lot to be critical towards, but my

approach as an artist is to try to engage while also recording my

own experiences in this engagement, whether that’s something

pleasant or not.”

As for depictions of women, the performers in “Continental

Breakfast,” and “Premium Economy” strap themselves into positions

associated with submission and degradation, yet they appear to

maintain a certain authority, despite physical strain.

Uddenberg did not want to over-explain her approach to this

question, but she is curious about “different power dynamics,” she

said.

“For some, there’s joy or even a sense of agency in adopting a so-

called ‘degrading’ position.’ What’s considered ‘empowering’

doesn’t look the same for everyone,” she added. “I’m interested in

the ambivalence of the experience of power. Subverting or breaking

with fixed ideas of power is one way to dismantle these

stereotypes.”

Useless Sacrifice was co-commissioned by Black Cube Nomadic Art

Museum, The Perimeter (London), and Kraupa-Truskany Zeidler

(Berlin). The film marks the culmination of Anna Uddenberg’s Black

Cube Artist Fellowship.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook:

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz Plan a
Perfect New York Holiday With Oysters, Art,
and the Odeon
The founders of 'Balcony' magazine, a print publication about the lives of

artists, are spending the holidays at home in Brooklyn.

Vicente Muñoz and Audrey Rose Smith. Photo: Emiliano Granado.

<,'=%#:-='%, December 15, 2023

A decade ago, Audrey Rose Smith and Vicente Muñoz met in a scene

straight out of a New York fairytale. “Vicente and I met at an opening

Ellie [Rines] had for Dylan Bailey at her 55 Gansevoort gallery,”

recalled Smith, who is now a director at Mendes Wood DM. “It was

January and freezing and we all stood on the sidewalk sipping

whiskey from paper cups. Somehow, Vicente and I got to talking. It

snowed something like 18 inches that night and I just remember

tromping down 6th Avenue trying to hail a cab home, which never

happened. The rest is history, as they say.” 

The Routa lamp by Vicente Muñoz. Courtesy of Estudio Piedras.

The couple soon moved into a Clinton Hill apartment together (where

they still reside) and married in 2015. “We got married at City Hall

like all good New Yorkers do, and with not too much notice,” added

Muñoz, who is an architectural photographer, designer for Estudio

Piedras, and a well-known “tennis fanatic.” Today, their apartment

has “a lot more books” and is a beloved refuge where these two art

world mainstays have hosted dinner parties, spent long days

reading, and conjured up their publishing collaboration—Balcony, an

independent print journal that chronicles the lives of artists, which

the two started in the spring of 2020. 

“It had been something burning in my mind for quite some time,”

said Smith of the magazine, “I dreamed of creating a print journal

that felt more like the film My Dinner with Andre than a heroic artist

profile. We created Balcony in collaboration with two incredible

designers, Ben Fehrman-Lee and Julia Novitch.” The publication has

released three issues to date and is known for its frank and intimate

approach to artists. Its pages have included such gems as rarely

seen photographs with Isamu Noguchi, a “cigarette-laden” interview

with Dennis Cooper, a short story by German sculptor Katinka Bock.

“We’ve had so many proud moments, I think because we had very

few expectations going in,” said Smith. Muñoz does have one high

point in the magazine. “When we published issue one, Graydon

Carter wrote us an email about Balcony after having read it. He told

us he loved it, but that we should charge more for advertising. He

wasn’t wrong. We laugh about that email to this day as it’s just very

funny and very him.” Both treasure the world of print publishing,

saying that “the support and enthusiasm people share for one

another’s projects is genuine.” 

After a whirlwind year of travel for the couple, Smith and Muñoz plan

to stay in Brooklyn for Christmas and New Year’s and make merry

with their favorite local routines—a trip to the Met, a meal at the

Odeon, and—unsurprisingly—lots and lots of reading. Below, the

couple takes us through their year-end wish list.
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“We usually are traveling for the holidays so this year is unusual in

that we have absolutely no plans—for us, it will be a New York

Christmas and New Year’s… the first in quite some time!” said Smith.

“We’re happy to have the city to ourselves.” The couple will have a

guest, too; Smith’s mother will be staying in the city for a few weeks.

“That’s a treat because I can go do all the girlie things with her like

look at the windows at Bergdorf’s.”

Last year the couple spent Christmas in Ecuador (where Muñoz is

from). “Every other year we spend December in the Southern

Hemisphere. I have family in Argentina and Ecuador,” he explained.

“Being south is also a great occasion for playing some red clay court

tennis, which is a special treat. I’ll miss that this December and

January, but in February I’m heading to Argentina for some tennis

work and I’ll get my fill then.” 

Courtesy of Balcony Publishing Inc.
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Smith said the perfect Christmas takes her back to her childhood.

“Being from New England, I’m a bit of a Christmas traditionalist,” she

admitted. “I do like a tree, to cook something festive, et cetera.

Heck, I even like church this time of year.” Smith fondly recalled the

decorations and garlands her mother adorned their stately Tudor

home with—and one in particular holds her memory. “We had a great

stuffed pheasant she pulled off the side of the road—it had been hit

by a car. She had it stuffed and that was our table centerpiece every

Christmas. Pretty exceptional!” she said. 

For Muñoz, his holiday memories are of sun, surf, and, of course,

tennis. “Growing up in Ecuador, Christmas and New Year’s for me

meant summer solstice,” he said, “but I have learned to embrace the

cold. A few years ago we spent Christmas in Marfa, Texas, with

Audrey’s mother and got to experience frozen fog, which is pretty

spectacular.”
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While they’re focusing on downtime, Smith confessed she’s eager to

see a few museum shows. “I am definitely planning my art route. I

think I will revisit a few I saw but could see again, like Barkley

Hendricks at the Frick. Grace Wales Bonner also curated a small but

powerful exhibition titled ‘Spirit Movers’ at MoMA. I am also looking

forward to seeing the Korean art in the ’60s/’70s show at the

Guggenheim before it closes,” she said. “I’ll also go see

‘Manet/Degas’ at the Met for a second, maybe a third time, and do

the uptown museum disco. Then, I’ll probably treat myself to my

favorite hot dog in town at Schaller’s Stube.”

As for restaurants, Smith said the Odeon is a favorite at Christmas

time. “In my mind, paying a visit to Café Sabarsky would feel special,

if we can defeat the crowds,” added Muńoz, though he’s also looking

forward to exploring neighborhood spots in Fort Greene and Clinton

Hill. “A new restaurant opened up, Sailor, which seems impossible to

get a table at, so maybe we will try on an off hour to go there,” he

said. 
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Muñoz will be relishing the chance to dive into some books during

the holiday week. “I’ve been accumulating and collecting some

incredible photo books and historic titles in recent months that I

want to finally spend some time with,” he noted. Smith has her

winter reading list lined up, too: “I just bought three books by

Byung-Chul Han, so I’m preparing myself for a deeply depressing

next few months. I’m also going to reread Speak, Memory because

it’s one of my favorite books by one of my favorite writers, Vladimir

Nabokov.” 

This year, television isn’t off limits—at least when New Jersey

gabbagool feasts abound. “The Sopranos. We’re in season four and

completely and utterly addicted. We’re not TV show people and

we’ve missed nearly every eventful series in the last 20-plus years.

But this one has got us good,” said Muñoz. As for the silver screen,

Smith wondered, “Maybe we’ll go see Napoleon?”
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For the perfect holiday meal, Smith sticks to the holy trinity: cheese,

wine, and oysters. “We love shucking oysters, it’s a fun activity, just

wear gloves!” she joked. A Christmas tree is also a must. “Having

grown up cutting down our tree every year, it always feels a little

sacrilegious to buy one off the street in New York,” Smith confided. 

Muñoz keeps in mind cultural traditions and superstitions from his

childhood. “From eating 12 grapes at midnight (for good luck) to

counting the cash in your wallet (for abundance) to walking around

the block with your empty suitcases (for good travel auspices)—it is

nice to remember and try to relive some of those traditions that the

older generations had.”

Paulo Nimer Pjota, Mito e chuva (2023). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes
Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, Paris, New York
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“Vicente is a better cook than me so he’s usually leading the meal

decisions and cooking,” Smith noted of their hosting

responsibilities. “I do make a very pretty cheeseboard, however. I
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